Everyday, engineers and technicians around the world choose 3M products as the best solution for their manufacturing and repair needs. From Specifications and Endorsements to Service Bulletins and Recall Notices, 3M is proud to be a trusted partner of the Automotive Industry.

Here's just one example…
**Description**

**Vehicles:**
ALL Chrysler Group Vehicles

This bulletin discusses the recommended weld processes when replacing a panel that has been welded to the vehicle.

**Purpose:**
Chrysler has previously approved the use of “weld bonding”, where squeeze type resistance spot welding (STRSW) is combined with an approved structural adhesive, as one of the acceptable methods to install welded panels while maintaining the original appearance and corrosion protection.

High quality and capable STRSW equipment, which was a rare shop tool in the collision repair industry, has now become the norm and with this, it is now important to state that weld bonding of replacement panels is the recommended installation method to utilize when repairing Chrysler, Dodge, Fiat, Jeep, or Ram vehicles.

**Note:**
3M provides this information for REFERENCE ONLY. ALWAYS refer to the original document or the OEM-provided model-specific collision damage repair manuals for complete instructions.

**3M Products:**

**Included:**
PN08116 3M™ Panel Bonding Adhesive

**Note:**
In some cases, 3M may offer an alternate part number (different size/color) with the same chemistry and/or performance as the included product. Please consult your 3M Representative for more information.

**Source:**
www.MoparRepairConnection.com
www.Collision.ALLDATA.com